THE JANET HEIDINGER KAFKA PRIZE
FOR FICTION BY AN AMERICAN WOMAN

How to Enter:

All entries must be submitted by publishers who wish to have the work of their authors that were published in the year 2013 considered.

Entries must be submitted by February 1st, 2014 and the works must have been assembled for the first time, or at least one-third of the material must be unpublished.

Four copies of each entry should be submitted.

The $7500 prize will be awarded annually to a woman who is a USA citizen, and who has written the best book-length work of prose fiction, whether novel, short stories, or experimental writing. Works written primarily for children and publications from private and vanity presses cannot be considered. We are particularly interested in calling attention to the work of a promising but less established writer.

Only under the most unusual circumstances will a writer be considered for a subsequent award within a ten-year span.

Submit Entries To:
University of Rochester
Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize
Susan B. Anthony Institute for Gender and Women's Studies
538 Lattimore Hall
RC Box 270434
Rochester, NY 14627-4034

Please include the following form with your entry.

Title of Work: ___________________________________________________________

Author Name: ____________________________________________________________

Author Contact Number: ___________________________________________________
(for award notification only)

Publisher: _______________________________________________________________

Publisher Contact Name: __________________________________________________

Publisher Contact Number: _______________________________________________